
European Life Sciences Deal Trends

In Europe, life sciences deals increased over the last few years with a strong acceleration in 2021.
As a result, the market wonders whether this is just a pick or rather a steady trend which will impact
our market in the future as well. Analyzing the reasons of such growth and comparing it with more
mature markets such as the U.S. comfort us in thinking that it is just the beginning for continental
Europe.

The U.S. life sciences market has been very strong over the past decades and is seen as very mature.
The level of venture investments, which are now very much standardized, licensing, M&A and IPOs
is very high, both in volume and in number.

For the last ten years or so, the life sciences UK market attracted U.S. investors and an increasing
number of growth funds. After a first step of development through venture investments, such
companies are now ready for licensing, M&A and IPOs. This is also the trend that we anticipate for
the European market even if each country or region still has its own specificities (in particular UK,
Germany, France and the Nordic Countries).

Read the client alert.

Tensions in University Start-up Life Science
Licensing Agreements

University tech transfer offices (TTOs) and venture capital
firms (VCs) work closely together to advance certain technologies and discoveries from the lab to
the market.  However, because there are different motivations and incentives for TTOs and VCs
while negotiating licensing agreements, tensions often arise during these negotiations.
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At a meeting between certain TTOs and VCs, important deal terms were highlighted as especially
sensitive[1], such as equity, royalties, success-based milestones, and windfall success payments.  In
addition, board seat requests by the university to understand how the company is progressing also
creates tension because some VCs see this as a potential conflict-of-interest with respect to adjacent
technologies.

Outside of these financial and governance terms, the biggest tensions arise when negotiating
intellectual property (IP) encompassing the invention, specifically negotiating points about patent(s),
know-how, and development.  With regards to patents, tension exists in the management and
payment of patent prosecution and who has ultimate control and decision making authority.  With
regards to know-how, one of the most difficult clauses to negotiate is what is considered an enabled
product from which the university would receive royalties and milestone payments.  Discussion
surrounding the scope of the ongoing collaboration between the university and the company can be
complex.  A clear understanding of the role of the university’s employees at the company, along with
ongoing discussions regarding active development projects could aid in understanding the scope and
what would be considered enabled products.

Lastly, there are also tensions during the negotiation regarding the economics of sublicensing.
Sublicensing of the licensed IP is typically agreed upon by both parties.  However, despite this
agreement, the specific terms and parameters surrounding the sublicensing can lead to friction,
especially around the sharing of non-royalty sublicensing income.

Reflecting upon the perspectives and friction points of both parties can hopefully lead to a more
productive and collaborative drafting and negotiating experience, which hopefully leads to a long-
term productive relationship for the specific agreement and other technologies the university may
be willing to license.
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